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General Comments
Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) Environmental Officers Mr Eugene Bouwhuis and Mr Damien Montague conducted
a site visit of Sinosteel Midwest Corporation’s (SMC's) Blue Hills and Koolanooka Iron Ore Mines on Thursday the 11th and
Friday the 12th of June 2015. Mr Steve Neill (Environmental Superintendent, SMC) accompanied DMP Environmental Officers
and assisted with the site visit.

Given the care and maintenance status of the Blue Hills and Koolanooka Mines, the focus of the site visit was to assess the
preparedness for care and maintenance, the status of decommissioning mining infrastructure and the progress of landform
rehabilitation.

Background
The Blue Hills mine site is located approximately 250 km south east of Geraldton, and 80 km to the east of Morawa in the Shire
of Morawa.

The Blue Hills Project involves open pit mining activities at the Mungada East and Mungada West pits. These mines were
previously operated by the Geraldton Operations Joint Venture (GOJV) from 1966 and 1972.

The Blue Hills project was initially approved in conjunction with the Koolanooka project, originally the Koolanooka/Blue Hills
Direct Shipping Iron Ore Project. A Public Environmental Review document for the Koolanooka/Blue Hills Project was
assessed under Part IV of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (EPA assessment no 1653) and subsequently approved in
November 2009 under Ministerial Statement 811.

The Koolanooka/Blue Hills Project was also assessed under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act, culminating in an approval issued by the (then) Department Environment Water Heritage and the Arts on 4
January 2010.

With respect to the Mining Act 1978 mining approvals for Blue Hills, Registration ID 36718 (Mining Proposal with Mine Closure
Plan) was approved on 27 June 2013 as the start up proposal for the Blue Hills Mine. Since that approval, Registration ID
47508 (Acid and Metalliferous Drainage Management Plan) was approved on 27 June 2014, Registration ID 53768 (Mining
Proposal for dewatering and temporary crusher) was approved on 3 February 2015 and Registration ID 53796 (Mining
Proposal for Mungada West pit expansion) was approved on 24 April 2015. A revised Mine Closure Plan (Registration ID
54432) was lodged on 31 March 2015 and is under assessment by DMP at the time of writing this report.

With respect to the Mining Act 1978 mining approvals for Koolanooka, Registration ID 25931 (Mining Proposal for the
Koolanooka DSO Project) was approved on 31 March 2010 and Registration ID 36917 (Mine Closure Plan for Koolanooka)
was approved on 1 May 2013. Tenement conditions require a revision to the Koolanooka Mine Closure Plan in December
2015.

Open cut iron ore mining ceased at Koolanooka in January 2013 after nearly 3 years of iron ore production. Crushing ceased
in March 2013 and transport of product by road to Geraldton Port continued until July 2013. The site was then put on care and
maintenance with limited activity apart from environmental monitoring and rehabilitation works as per Stage 1 of the Mine
Closure Plan. This included removal of redundant infrastructure, reshaping of all available landforms, application of topsoil and
deep ripping across the contour. Areas were then seeded with provenance native seed species.

SMC commenced construction of the Blue Hills Direct Shopping Iron Ore Mining Project in July 2013 with first product transport
taking place by November 2013. Sinosteel has since progressed mining at its Mungada East and Mungada West pits, and has
established respective waste dumps, site drainage and associated site infrastructure.

The Blue Hills project was originally intended to operate continuously over a nominal 3-year mine life. However, an
announcement was made in April 2015 that the project would be placed into care and maintenance effective from June 2015.
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In September 2014 SMC submitted a proposal for expansion of the Mungada East mine to the EPA for assessment under Part
IV of the Environmental Protection Act 1986. The expansion proposal included the construction and operation of one new mine
pit adjacent to the current Mungada East pit, one waste rock dump, a processing plant, haul roads and access road. In
November 2014, EPA issued a report recommending against the approval of the proposed Mungada East expansion. Following
consideration of appeals, the project is now being formally assessed via the Public Environmental Review (PER) process.

DMP Environmental Officers Mr Damien Montague and Mr Daniel Endacott conducted the previous site visit of the Blue Hills
and Koolanooka Iron Ore Mines on 23 October 2013.

Summary
Overall, the site visit of the Blue Hills and Koolanooka Iron Ore Mines demonstrated an acceptable level of environmental
management. Both sites are well prepared for closure, with redundant infrastructure and equipment removed, earthworks and
seeding completed or in progress for waste rock landforms and sites generally left in a clean and tidy condition.

Inspection Findings

Waste Landform Management (operational & under rehabilitation)
Erosion and Stability
No significant erosion or stability issues were observed with any of the waste rock landforms at Blue Hills or Koolanooka.

Both the Mungada East and Mungada West Waste Dumps have been shaped to their final profile (approximately 15 degree
batters with 10 metre lifts). A bulldozer was observed parked on the Mungada East Waste Dump with topsoil application
being conducted by Quadrio Earthmoving (see Plate 1 in Attachment 1).

Both the Detritals and South Fold Waste Dump at Koolanooka have been shaped to their final profile topsoil applied, ripped
and seeded.

It is recommended that SMC continually monitor waste rock landforms for erosion and stability and provide results to DMP as
part of the Annual Environmental Report and/or Mine Closure Plan for both Blue Hills and Koolanooka.

 
Revegetation
On site discussions indicated that both the Mungada East and Mungada West Waste Dumps will soon be seeded by hand at
a rate of 6kg/ha.

Both the Detritals and South Fold Waste Dumps at Koolanooka have been seeded and revegetation is progressing well (see
Plate 2 in Attachment 1). No evidence of weed invasion was observed, although it is understood Ruby Dock is known from
the area. Some evidence of goat grazing was observed on the South Fold Waste Dump (see Plate 3 in Attachment 1). It is
understood that SMC is getting assistance from a local landholder with respect to goat control.

DMP remind SMC of the importance of continual management to ensure grazing animals don't compromise the success of
revegetation at Koolanooka.

It is recommended that SMC continually monitor waste rock landforms at Blue Hills and Koolanooka to determine the success
of revegtation (including the effects of weeds and grazing animals). Appropriate intervention strategies will need to be
implemented should monitoring indicate that vegetation growth is not trending towards benig consistent with surrounding
undisturbed areas.

 
Mining Infrastructure

Turkeys nest dams
A turkeys nest dam was observed at Blue Hills and at Koolanooka. Both dams were fully fenced, however it is noted that the
fauna egress ramp observed at the Koolanooka dam does not extend from the dam floor to the top of the dam (see Plate 4 in
Attachment 1). The liner of the Koolanooka dam was also observed to be perishing and beginning to disperse into the
surrounding environment (see Plate 5 in Attachment 1).

DMP suggests that SMC ensures both turkeys nest dams are appropriately maintained and have fauna egress that is
functional and fit for purpose. Based on DMP's experience, egress ramps should extend to the floor of dams, use material
that doesn't entangle fauna and be located in dam corners where animals often up end trying to escape.

 
Other
Minimal mining infrastructure was present at Blue Hills. The crusher is owned by contractor MACA and will remain on site for
the time being. The workshop has been removed. No bulk fuel or other hazardous substance storage was observed. A
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turkeys nest dam was present and will remain on site for the time being.  A small site office was present at the time of the
visit. Some direct shipping ore (DSO) stockpiles were observed. It is understood from site discussions that these have/may
be sold to Karara Mining Limited. No other equipment or infrastructure was observed.

With respect to Koolanooka, a turkeys nest dam and the Orica explosives facility are the two main pieces of
mining infrastructure on site. DMP understands there is no immediate plan to remove either facility. The historic rail loadout
facility remains in place and is of heritage and tourism value. There is a publicly accessible lookout area from the top of the
Detritals waste dump.

As part of mine closure planning, SMC need to work closely with the Shire of Morawa to determine an appropriate post
mining land use for the area and fully understand roles and responsibilities.

 
Pit

Abandonment bund
No abandonment bund was observed to be in place at the Mungada West or East pits. It was noted that the ridgeline at
Mungada East provides a natural restriction to persons attempting to access the eastern end of the pit.

With respect to Koolanooka, parts of the open pit appeared to be easily accessible to members of the public. It is understood
that SMC have been in discussions with Andrew Harris (Inspector of Mines, Resources Safety Division, DMP) to understand
the abandonment bund requirements and ensure bunding is compatible with a possible end land use that may see
visitors/tourists accessing parts of the mine near the pit to view items such as the historic rail loadout facility.

SMC need to develop an abandonment bund strategy for pits at Blue Hills and Koolanooka to the satisfaction of the District
Inspector of Mines.

A copy of DMP's guideline "Safety bund wall around abandonment open pit mines" is attached to this report for your
reference.

 
Rehabilitation and Closure

General comments
Some miscellanous plastic and other debris was observed in rehabilitated areas at Koolanooka (see Plate 6 in Attachment 1).
As discussed on site, DMP recommends that a general cleanup be undertaken to remove as much of this material as
possible.

 
Summary of Required Actions Due Date
No Actions are Required  
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Attachment 1:  Blue Hills and Koolanooka Iron Ore Projects (J02673) – Site visit photographs (11 
& 12 June 2015) - Photographs taken by DMP Environmental Officers Eugene Bouwhuis and 
Damien Montague. 

 
Plate 1: Topsoil application in progress on Mungada East Waste Dump (looking south-west from eastern 
end of pit – M59/596) 

 
Plate 2: View from top of South Fold waste dump looking west. Vegetation establishment is progressing 
well (M70/1013 – 0422726E, 6770956N) 
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Plate 3: Evidence of grazing animals (most likely goats) impacting on South Fold waste dump 
revegetation (M70/1013 – 0422891E, 6770923N) 
 
 

 
Plate 4: Koolanooka Turkeys Nest Dam – note fauna egress ramps should extend to the dam 
floor to be functional (G70/158 – 0422061E, 6770696N). 
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Plate 5: Koolanooka Turkeys Nest Dam – Liner is perishing and starting to disperse into the 
surrounding environment (G70/158 – 0422061E, 6770696N). 
 

 
Plate 6: Miscellaneous pieces of rubbish scattered through rehabilitation areas should be 
removed. The area adjacent to the turkeys nest dam is one example (G70/158). 
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